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STATEMENT

UNWTO has implemented public health protocols based on WHO
recommendations and we are closely following the measures introduced by
the governments.
Stay home – but travel tomorrow!

SEE FULL REPORT

COVID

PUTTING PEOPLE FIRST

The worldwide outbreak of COVID-19 has brought the world to a standstill,
and tourism has been the worst affected of all major economic sectors.
Against a backdrop of heightened uncertainty, up-to-date and reliable
information is more important than ever, both for tourists and for the
tourism sector.

SEE FULL REPORT

SKIFT S LIVEBLOG
Follow the latest news about coronavirus and its impact on hotels, airlines,
cruise lines, tourism destinations, and other sectors of the travel industry on
Skist's Liveblog platform. Also, skift s editors and writers will share Skift
stories, as well as stories from other media and sources that provide insight
into the subject.

SEE FULL REPORT

CONSUMER TRENDS FOR A
POST CORONAVIRUS WORLD
TrendWatching have been tracking for some years emerging consumer
trends that offer powerful early signals of what people will value and what
their priorities will be in a post-coronavirus world. Explore these trends
complete with related innovation examples and suggestions on how to
apply them.

SEE FULL REPORT

PETITION FROM WTTC TO GOVERNMENTS
World Tracel
Tourism Council, which represents the global Travel
Tourism private sector, is calling upon governments of all countries to take
immediate action to help ensure the survival of this critical job-creating
sector.

SEE FULL ARTICLE

UNWTO CONVENES GLOBAL TOURISM
CRISIS COMMITTEE
Since the start of the pandemic, UNWTO has been working closely with the
World Health Organization (WHO) to guide the tourism sector as it faces up
to the COVID-19 challenge. Now they created a Global Tourism Crisis
Committee to prepare and launch a global guide for recovery.

SEE FULL REPORT
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WEBINAR CENTER

Destinations International is providing expert analysis from trusted travel
and tourism experts to learn more about how the industry is responding to
the effects of the Coronavirus and how your destination organization can
play a role in the response efforts. Register to their upcoming Webinars:

REGISTER NOW

CALLING ON INNOVATORS AND
ENTREPRENEURS
In the face of an unprecedented challenge, the World Tourism Organizatio,
with the support of the World Health Organization (WHO), calls on
innovators and entrepreneurs to put forward new solutions to help the
tourism sector recover from COVID-19.The competition is now live and
applications close on 22 April 2020

APPLY NOW

TRAVEL S PATH FORWARD BUSINESS TRAVEL
This is the first virtual event in a series of Online Summits from Skift. Where
Skift editors talks with leaders from travel management companies, buyers,
consultancy and guest experience companies about the key challenges,
shifts in strategy, and future solutions needed for business travel.

REGISTER NOW
POWERED BY:

